Spitsbergen Adventures
There are many wonderful adventures available to you, either as part of a tour or tailor made
itinerary. If you are considering a Spitsbergen cruise these activities can be added to extend
your stay either pre or post your voyage. For more details on Spitsbergen holidays go to
http://explorerexpeditions.co.uk/spitsbergen/

Winter Activities in Spitsbergen
In Spitsbergen the winter season runs from mid October to mid May and is the perfect time to
experience the wild Polar landscape.
Snowmobile Tours
Drive a snowmobile through the wilderness, with tours ranging from 4 – 11
hours. Visit Tempelfjord with its glacier face over 3km long, Pyramiden the
deserted Russian mining town or Storfjorden with its ice covered fjord, the
perfect place for spotting polar bears

Ice Caving
From Longyearbyen drive up onto the Longyear Glacier by snowcat, then
climb into the cave. Walk along narrow passages with their frozen marbled
wall, sparkling crystals and fascinating ice formations.

Northern Lights Safari
Guides will take you by snow cat into the Advent Valley in search of the
Northern Lights.

Dog Sledging Tour
Mush your way through the Arctic Wilderness with your team of dogs.
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Summer Activities in Spitsbergen
During the summer months the midnight sun never sets in Spitsbergen allowing you to enjoy
endless Arctic summer nights.

Isfjord Safari with fossil hunting
Travel to Deltaneset in Polarcirkel boats and from the shore enjoy an easy
hike to reach 200m above sea level to begin your fossil hunt.

Boat trips with MS Langøysund
Enjoy daytrips on Longyearbyen’s local boat to visit Barentsburg or
Pyramiden and magnificent glaciers.

Mountain hike and glacier crossing to Trollsteinen
A relatively demanding hike allowing you to enjoy breathtaking panoramic
views from 849m above sea level.

Spitsbergen Isfjord Kayak Expedition
Experience a 6 day paddling tour past 3 different glacier faces which tower
over the sea. If short on time and new to kayaking try a day trip on the
Adventfjorden, paddling between ice floes.

For more information on our Arctic Cruises and Adventures go to
http://explorerexpeditions.co.uk/arctic/or for other expedition ideas
www.explorerexpeditions.co.uk
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